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We perform an exotic dualization of the Ramond–Ramond ﬁelds in type II double ﬁeld theory, in which 
they are encoded in a Majorana–Weyl spinor of O (D, D). Starting from a ﬁrst-order master action, the 
dual theory in terms of a tensor–spinor of O (D, D) is determined. This tensor–spinor is subject to an 
exotic version of the (self-)duality constraint needed for a democratic formulation. We show that in 
components, reducing O (D, D) to GL(D), one obtains the expected exotically dual theory in terms of 
mixed Young tableaux ﬁelds. To this end, we generalize exotic dualizations to self-dual ﬁelds, such as the 
4-form in type IIB string theory.
© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
String theory comprises a rich spectrum of states or ﬁelds. The 
massless ﬁelds include the metric, Kalb–Ramond 2-form and scalar 
(dilaton), together with various p-forms, depending on the string 
theory considered, but there is also an inﬁnite tower of massive 
‘higher-spin’ ﬁelds, often taking values in mixed Young tableaux 
representations. Even when restricting to the massless sector, it 
is sometimes necessary to go beyond the minimal ﬁeld content 
in order to couple the various branes present in the full (non-
perturbative) string theory. For instance, in D = 10 a 6-form needs 
to be introduced as the on-shell dual of the Kalb–Ramond 2-form 
in order to describe the NS5 brane. In recent years it has been 
argued from different angles that the various dualities of string 
theory imply also the existence of ‘exotic branes’ [1], which in 
turn couple to ﬁelds of a more exotic nature, typically belonging 
to mixed Young tableaux representations [2].
Recently, we showed how to describe, at the linearized level, 
such exotic dual ﬁelds in double ﬁeld theory (DFT) [3–5] in a T-
duality or O (D, D) covariant way [6]. In DFT the Kalb–Ramond 
ﬁeld is uniﬁed with the metric into a generalized metric HMN , 
with O (D, D) indices M, N = 1, . . . , 2D . Therefore, dualizing the 
2-form requires also dualizing the graviton, which in turn leads 
to a mixed Young tableaux ﬁeld [7,8]. Moreover, additional mixed 
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SCOAP3.Young tableaux ﬁelds emerge that can be interpreted as so-called 
‘exotic duals’ of the 2-form, implementing the dualization pro-
cedure of [9,10]. Remarkably, in DFT the various mixed Young 
tableaux representations under GL(D) organize into completely 
antisymmetric O (D, D) tensors, including a 4-index tensor DMNK L
for the NS sector.
In this letter, we extend the results of [6] by including the 
Ramond–Ramond (RR) sector of type II string theory. The differ-
ence to the NS sector is that in order to make O (D, D) manifest as 
a locally realized symmetry it is necessary to include for each RR 
p-form its dual (D − p − 2)-form, requiring a democratic formula-
tion [11]. The RR ﬁelds then organize into a Majorana–Weyl spinor 
of O (D, D), for which a complete DFT formulation exists [12,13]
(see [14] for massive deformations and [15,16] for earlier related 
results). Thus, the RR ﬁelds and their conventional duals already 
enter in an O (D, D) complete form, without the need to invoke 
exotic dualizations. However, it is nevertheless possible to perform 
an exotic dualization for the RR ﬁelds, as indeed is necessary in or-
der to describe certain exotic branes [17] and is also suggested by 
the Kac–Moody approach to supergravity [8]. The expected GL(D)
representations for the exotically dual ﬁelds can be organized into 
a simple O (D, D) representation, a tensor spinor EMNα [17]. We 
will show here that DFT provides precisely such a formulation.
This letter is organized as follows. In sec. 2 we brieﬂy review 
the exotic dualization procedure, following [10], and discuss the 
generalization to self-dual ﬁelds. For deﬁniteness and in order to 
simplify the discussion, we analyze in detail the simpler case of a 
self-dual vector in D = 4, assuming euclidean signature. In sec. 3
we review type II DFT, and in sec. 4 we pass to an unconventional le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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We brieﬂy discuss how the resulting dual theory in terms of the 
ﬁeld EMNα reproduces in components, breaking O (D, D) to GL(D), 
the expected result. We close in sec. 5 with a brief summary and 
outlook of further exotic ﬁelds needed in string theory.
2. Exotic dualization of self-dual ﬁelds
We consider here the exotic dualization of ﬁelds that are al-
ready subject to a self-duality condition, as is the case for the 
4-form in type IIB string theory or the 2-form in (2, 0) theories 
in D = 6. For simplicity, we analyze the case of a self-dual vector 
in D = 4, which exists for euclidean signature.
We start by reviewing the exotic dualization of the conventional 
Maxwell theory [10]. The action in terms of the ﬁeld strength 
Fmn = ∂mAn − ∂n Am is rewritten, up to boundary terms, as
S = − 14
∫
d4x Fmn Fmn =
∫
d4x
(− 12∂mAn∂mAn+ 12 (∂mAm)2 ) ,
(2.1)
and then promoted to a ﬁrst-order action, in terms of ﬁelds Pm,n




(− 12 Pm,n Pm,n + 12 (Pm,m)2 − Emn,k∂mPn,k ) . (2.2)
The ﬁeld equations for Pm,n and Emn,k imply, respectively,
∂k Ekm,n = Pm,n − ηmnPk,k ,
∂[mPn],k = 0 .
(2.3)
Solving the second equation by setting Pm,n = ∂mAn and re-
inserting into the action, we recover Maxwell’s theory. Equiva-
lently, acting on the ﬁrst equation with ∂m and using the ‘Bianchi 
identity’ ∂m∂k Ekm,n = 0 we get
∂mPm,n − ∂n Pm,m = 0 , (2.4)
which for Pm,n = ∂mAn is equivalent to the Maxwell equations. On 
the other hand, solving the ﬁrst equation for P ,
Pm,n = ∂kEkm,n − 13ηmn∂kEkl,l , (2.5)
and back-substituting into (2.2) one obtains a second-order action 
for E , whose ﬁeld equations are obtained by inserting (2.5) into the 
second equation of (2.3). Note that the Maxwell gauge invariance 
δλAm = ∂mλ elevates to a gauge invariance of the ﬁrst order action 
given by
δλPm,n = ∂m∂nλ , δλEmn,k = 2ηk[m∂n]λ . (2.6)
There is also an extra gauge invariance associated to E ,
δ E
mn,k = ∂llmn,k , (2.7)
with parameter mnk,l ≡ [mnk],l .
We now investigate the dual theory in terms of E in more 
detail. Let us ﬁrst decompose this ﬁeld into irreducible representa-
tions as
Emn,k = 12mnpqCpq,k + 2δk[mBn] , C[mn,k] ≡ 0 , (2.8)
where the Maxwell gauge invariance (2.6) acts on the new vec-
tor Bm , δλBm = ∂mλ. Inserting this decomposition into (2.5), one 
obtains
Pm,n = ∂nBm − 13!mpqk F pqk,n , Fmnk,p ≡ 3∂[mCnk],p . (2.9)
The second-order ﬁeld equation following from the dual action for 
E is equivalent to ∂[mPn],k = 0, i.e. to0 = mnkl∂k Pl,p = ∂p F˜mn(B) + ∂k Fmnk,p ,
F˜mn(B) ≡ 12mnkl F kl(B) ,
(2.10)
where Fmn(B) ≡ 2∂[mBn] . Using the Bianchi identity ∂m F˜mn(B) = 0, 
we conclude by taking the trace that
∂k Fmnk
,m = 0 , (2.11)
which is the correct ﬁeld equation for a (2, 1) ﬁeld describing 
spin-1 in D = 4 [10].
We next investigate this exotic dualization for Maxwell’s theory 
subject to a self-duality constraint, assuming euclidean signature. 
Thus, the ﬁeld strength satisﬁes
Fmn = 12mnkl F kl . (2.12)
In the ﬁrst-order formulation, we then have to impose the con-
straint
P [m,n] = 12mnkl Pk,l , (2.13)
which reduces to (2.12) when solving the Bianchi identity for Pm,n . 
Let us show that the integrability conditions of this ﬁrst-order re-
lation are compatible with the second-order equations. To this end 
we act with ∂p on (2.13) and use the Bianchi identity ∂[mPn],k = 0,
∂p Pm,n − ∂p Pn,m = ∂mP p,n − ∂n P p,m = mnkl ∂p Pk,l . (2.14)
Contracting this now with ηmp , we get
∂mPm,n − ∂n Pm,m = mnkl ∂mPk,l = 0 , (2.15)
using again the Bianchi identity in the last step. This agrees with 
the second-order equations (2.4). It is instructive to write the 
(self-)duality constraint explicitly in terms of the decomposition 
(2.8). We compute from (2.9)
2P [m,n] = −Fmn(B) − 12mnpq F pqk,k , (2.16)
where we used the Schouten identity 0 = [mpqk F pqk,n] . The con-
straint (2.13) then implies
Fmn(B) − F˜mn(B) = Fmnp,p − 12mnkl Fklp,p . (2.17)
Thus, the anti-self-dual part of the ﬁeld strength of the vector Bm
is equal to the anti-self-dual part of the trace of the ‘ﬁeld strength’ 
of the exotically dual ﬁeld Cmn,k . In particular, we do not obtain 
a ﬁrst-order constraint for this ﬁeld alone. Therefore, there is no 
formulation for only a (irreducible) mixed-Young-tableaux ﬁeld in 
D = 4 that describes the degrees of freedom of a self-dual vector, 
not even on-shell. Extra ﬁelds like the new vector Bm are needed. 
This can be understood by noting that for the gauge symmetries 
(2.7) there is no invariant ﬁrst-order ﬁeld strength for the mixed-
Young-tableaux ﬁeld Cmn,k , and hence there cannot be a ﬁrst-order 
self-duality condition.
Let us ﬁnally note that this discussion generalizes straightfor-
wardly to self-dual ﬁelds in other dimensions. For instance, for 
the self-dual 4-form Cmnkl in type IIB string theory one promotes 
its derivative to a ﬁeld Pm,klpq and imposes a Bianchi identity 
∂[mPn],klpq = 0 with a Lagrange multiplier ﬁeld Emn,klpq , which en-
codes the mixed Young tableaux ﬁeld in the dual formulation.
3. Ramond–Ramond ﬁelds in type II double ﬁeld theory
In this section we brieﬂy review the Ramond–Ramond (RR) 
ﬁelds of type II double ﬁeld theory, which are encoded in a 
Majorana–Weyl spinor of O (D, D). Our spinor conventions follow 
[11,13]. The Clifford algebra






is realized in terms of fermionic oscillators ψi , ψ i , with (ψi)† = ψ i , 
as 	i =
√
2ψi , 	i =
√
2ψ i , satisfying
{ψi,ψ j} = {ψ i,ψ j} = 0 , {ψi,ψ j} = δi j . (3.2)




	M∂M = ψ i∂i + ψi ∂˜ i , (3.3)
where ∂˜ i denotes the derivative with respect to the dual coordi-
nate. We recall the strong constraint ηMN∂M∂N = 0, which holds 
acting on arbitrary objects, and which implies together with the 
Clifford algebra that /∂2 = 0.
We also need the charge conjugation matrix C , whose explicit 
expression can be found in [11,13]. For our purposes here it is 
suﬃcient to recall that C † = C−1 and
C ψi C
−1 = ψ i , C ψ i C−1 = ψi , (3.4)
which implies for the Gamma matrices
C 	M C−1 = (	M)† , C−1 	M C = (	M)† . (3.5)
The spinor representation is constructed from the Clifford vacuum 
|0〉 satisfying
ψi|0〉 = 0 ∀i . (3.6)
By taking the conjugate of this equation we also conclude that 






i1 · · ·ψ ip |0〉 , (3.7)
which encodes the RR p-forms C (p) . States including only even 
forms are of positive chirality and states including only odd forms 
are of negative chirality. We also use the common notation




p!Ci1...ip 〈0|ψip · · ·ψi1C . (3.8)
The groups Pin(D, D) and Spin(D, D) are the two-fold covering 
groups of O (D, D) and SO (D, D), respectively. For a given element 
of the covering group S ∈ Pin(D, D), there is a corresponding el-
ement h ≡ ρ(S) ∈ O (D, D), where ρ : Pin(D, D) → O (D, D) is a 
group homomorphism, deﬁned implicitly by
S 	M S−1 = (h−1)MN 	N . (3.9)
Note that +S and −S project to the same O (D, D) element h. 
A particular Spin(D, D) element that will be useful below is K, 
which is the spinor representative of the generalized metric HMN
with one index raised:
ρ(K) = H•• =
(
bg−1 g − bg−1b
g−1 −g−1b
)
∈ O (D, D) , (3.10)
where g and b are the metric and Kalb–Ramond 2-form. Denot-
ing the spin representative of the original generalized metric H••
by S and using that the charge conjugation matrix C under ρ ac-
tually projects to the O (D, D) metric ηMN (viewed as a matrix in 
O (D, D)), we have
K = C−1S . (3.11)The constraints on H, which read (H••)2 = 1 and H•• =Ht•• , cor-
respond to the following constraints on S or equivalently K,1
S
† = S , K2 = 1 ⇒ K−1 = K . (3.12)
We can think of S as being constructed from H, in which case we 
write S = SH , but it was argued in [12,13] that a more useful per-
spective is to treat S as the fundamental ﬁeld, satisfying the above 
constraints. A useful relation follows by specializing (3.9) to K,
K	M = HMN 	N K . (3.13)
We are now ready to deﬁne the RR action, for which we take 
the NS sector to be ﬁxed, given by a constant but otherwise arbi-
trary background H. The action reads
SRR = 14
∫
d2D X (/∂χ)† S /∂χ = 18
∫
d2D X ∂M χ¯ 	
M K	N∂Nχ ,
(3.14)
where the second form follows with eqs. (3.5) and (3.8). We have 
to subject the action to (self-)duality relations, since we are us-
ing a democratic formulation. These can be written in an O (D, D)
covariant form as [15]
(1+K)/∂χ = 0 . (3.15)
The action and duality relations are manifestly invariant under the 
gauge transformations
δλχ = /∂λ , (3.16)
due to /∂2 = 0. The gauge parameter here is a Majorana–Weyl 
spinor with the chirality the opposite to that of χ .
It was shown in [13] how to evaluate the above action in 
components, after solving the strong constraint by setting ∂˜ i = 0, 
which we brieﬂy review in the following. To this end one has to 
use an explicit parametrization of the generalized metric and its 
spin representative,
S = SH = S†b S−1g Sb , (3.17)
where
Sb = e− 12 bijψ iψ j ,
S−1g ψ i1 · · ·ψ ip |0〉 = σ
√
g gi1 j1 · · · gip jp ψ j1 · · ·ψ jp |0〉 ,
(3.18)
where σ = −1 for Lorentzian signature and σ = +1 for euclidean 
signature. Here we have given only the action of Sg on oscillators 
acting on the vacuum, which is suﬃcient for our purposes below. 







= ψ i∂iχ ⇒ F = dC , (3.19)
using the familiar notation in which forms of different rank are 
combined into a single object C . It is now easy to see, using 
eq. (3.18), that in the RR Lagrangian the action of Sb inside SH
changes this to the effective ﬁeld strength
F̂ = e−b2 ∧ F , (3.20)
which is the gauge invariant ﬁeld strength, given that the RR 
ﬁelds transform under the b-ﬁeld gauge symmetry. Using again 
1 In general dimension K2 = ±1, but consistency of the self-duality constraint to 
be introduced below requires K2 = 1. In the following we assume that we are in 
dimensions in which this is satisﬁed.











i1 j1 · · · gip jp F̂ i1...ip F̂ j1... jp , (3.21)
which is the standard action for the RR potentials. Similarly, it is 
straightforward to verify that eq. (3.15) reduces to the conventional 
duality relations for ∂˜ i = 0.
4. First-order action and exotic dual
We now turn to a ﬁrst-order form of the RR action discussed 
in the previous section in order to deﬁne the exotic dual. We start 
from the expression (3.14) and integrate by parts twice, to obtain 
the equivalent Lagrangian
LRR = 18 ∂N χ¯ 	M K	N∂Mχ , (4.1)
using that K is constant. Note that in this form the action is only 
gauge invariant up to boundary terms. Next we promote ∂Mχ to 
an independent ‘vector–spinor’ ﬁeld PM of the same chirality as χ
and add a Lagrange multiplier term,
L1st = 18 P¯ N 	M K	N PM + 12 ∂M P¯N EMN , (4.2)
where EMN = E [MN] is a tensor–spinor of the same chirality as P
for even D and the opposite chirality for odd D . As for the second-
order formulation, we have to subject the ﬁeld equations to the 
(self-)duality constraint, now written in terms of P :
(1+K)/P = 0 , (4.3)
where /P = 	M PM . Varying the ﬁrst-order action w.r.t. EMN we ob-
tain the constraint
∂[M PN] = 0 . (4.4)
This implies PM = ∂Mχ , and upon re-insertion into (4.2) and (4.3)
we recover the RR action in the form (4.1) and the duality rela-
tions, respectively. On the other hand, varying w.r.t. P one obtains
1
2 	
M K	N PM = ∂MEMN , (4.5)
which are the ‘exotic’ duality relations. Acting with ∂N and using 
the Bianchi identity ∂M∂N EMN = 0 we obtain the integrability con-
dition
	MK /∂ PM = 0 , (4.6)
which by use of (4.4), writing PM = ∂Mχ , is equivalent to the orig-
inal ﬁeld equation for χ . In the following we will be interested in 
the theory for the exotic dual ﬁeld EMN , obtained by eliminating 
P using eq. (4.5).
Let us investigate the gauge symmetries of the ﬁrst-order ac-
tion corresponding to (4.2). First, the action is invariant, up to total 
derivatives, under the new gauge symmetry
δ E
MN = ∂KMNK , (4.7)
with MNK = [MNK ] . Second, the action is also invariant under 
the original RR gauge symmetry (3.16), which acts in the ﬁrst-
order formulation as
δλPM = ∂M /∂λ ,
δλE
MN = 	[M K	N]/∂λ . (4.8)
In order to prove this gauge invariance, we ﬁrst consider the vari-
ation of the ﬁrst-order form (4.2) of the RR term,2
2 Here we used that the variation of both P factors gives the same contribution, 
up to total derivatives, which can be veriﬁed in component form.δλLRR = 14 P¯ N 	M K	N∂M /∂λ
= 12 P¯ N 	[M K	N]∂M /∂λ + 14 P¯ N 	N K	M∂M /∂λ
= − 12 ∂M P¯N 	[M K	N]/∂λ .
(4.9)
Here we used /∂2 = 0 and integrated by parts with ∂M in the last 
step. We then observe that the term in the last line is precisely 
canceled by the variation of EMN in the second term of (4.2), while 
the λ gauge variation of P in that term drops out by the anti-
symmetry of EMN . This proves the gauge invariance of the action 
corresponding to (4.2).
Let us now return to the ﬁeld equations (4.5) in order to solve 
for P in terms of E . We ﬁrst rewrite the left-hand side, using 




M	K K PM = HK N ∂MEMN . (4.10)
Next, we contract this equation with 	K and use 	K	M	K =
−2(D − 1)	M , to obtain









M	K K PM = 12 {	M ,	K }K PM − 12 	K	M K PM







where we inserted eq. (4.11) in the second line. Since this equals 
the right-hand side of (4.10), we can solve for KPM in terms of E ,
K PM = HMN ∂K EKN − 1
2(D − 1) HK L	
M	L∂N E
NK . (4.13)
Using K2 = 1 we can ﬁnally solve for PM , obtaining the result
PM = Q M(H, E) , (4.14)
where we deﬁned
Q M ≡ HMN K ∂K EKN − 1
2(D − 1) HK L K	
M	K ∂N E
NL . (4.15)
A more compact form of this expression is obtained by introducing 
the  gauge invariant ‘ﬁeld strength’
GM ≡ K ∂N ENM , (4.16)
satisfying the Bianchi identity ∂MGM = 0. Using eq. (3.13) in the 
second term of (4.15) twice, we obtain







Back-substitution of (4.14) into the Lagrangian (4.2) gives the 
second-order action for the dual ﬁeld EMN . Its ﬁeld equations are 
equivalent to ∂[M QN] = 0 and thus follow from the duality relation 
(4.14) and the Bianchi identity (4.4). Conversely, we can use the 
duality relation (4.14) to derive the second-order equations for the 
original ﬁelds. To this end, we need the Bianchi identity of the Q M
deﬁned in (4.15) which reads
	MK /∂ QM ≡ 0 . (4.18)
This can be veriﬁed by a direct computation, using eq. (3.13) and 
the Clifford algebra together with the Bianchi identity
∂M∂N EMN = 0. The duality relation (4.14) then immediately im-
plies the original second order equation (4.6) in terms of P . As 
378 E.A. Bergshoeff et al. / Physics Letters B 767 (2017) 374–379usual, the duality transformations therefore swap ﬁeld equations 
and Bianchi identities.
We recall that the equations for the dual ﬁelds E are still sub-
ject to the ﬁrst-order constraint (4.3), upon eliminating P accord-
ing to (4.14), i.e. (1 +K) /Q = 0. It is instructive to verify that the 
integrability conditions of this (self-)duality constraint are compat-
ible with the second-order equations obtained from the pseudo-
action, either in terms of the original ﬁelds or the dual ﬁelds EMN . 
To this end, we act with ∂M on (4.3) to obtain
(1+K)	N∂M PN = 0 ⇒ (1+K)/∂ PM = 0 , (4.19)
using the Bianchi identity (4.4) in the last step. Acting with 	MK
on the second equation, using K2 = 1 and the Bianchi identity 
again, we obtain
0 = 	MK /∂ PM + 1√2 	
M	N∂N PM = 	MK /∂ PM + 1√2 ∂
M PM .
(4.20)
Due to the Bianchi identity PM = ∂Mχ , the last term vanishes by 
the strong constraint, and indeed we recover the expected eq. (4.6).
We close this section by verifying that in components, upon 
solving the strong constraint and thereby breaking O (D, D) to 
GL(D), we recover the expected exotic dualizations. In order to 
simplify the presentation we will focus on a vector, subject to a 
self-duality constraint in four euclidean dimensions, and match the 
results with those in sec. 2. We thus assume that the ﬁelds PM and 
EMN have only the non-vanishing components
Pm = Pm,n ψn|0〉 , Emn = Emn,k ψk C−1|0〉 , (4.21)
where the factor of C is necessary in order for E to lead to the 
same tensor structure as used in sec. 2.3 Let us verify that E has 
the right chirality. To see this note that with the ‘number operator’ 
NF ≡∑k ψkψk a quick computation yields for the above ansatz
NF Pm = Pm ⇒ (−1)NF Pm = −Pm , (4.23)
showing that Pm has negative chirality, as it should be since it 
corresponds to an odd form (1-form). Thus, in D = 4, Emn should 
also have negative chirality and, indeed, a straightforward compu-
tation gives for the above ansatz NF Emn = (D − 1)Emn and thus 
(−1)NF Emn = −Emn , as required. The ﬁrst-order form (4.2) of the 
RR kinetic terms then reduces to
LRR = 14 (Pn)† C ψmKψn Pm
= 14 Pn,k Pm,l〈0|ψk C ψm C−1SHψnψ l|0〉
= 14
√
g Pn,k Pm,l g









where we used (3.18) and that the Clifford relations (3.2) and (3.6)
imply
〈0|ψk ψm ψ p ψq|0〉 = δmpδkq − δmqδk p . (4.25)
We infer that this reduces precisely to the P2 terms in the master 
action (2.2), up to an irrelevant pre-factor. Similarly, the Lagrange 
multiplier term in (4.2) reduces as
3 Equivalently, we could write Emn = Emnk1 ...kD−1ψk1 . . .ψkD−1 |0〉, in which case 
the term in the Lagrangian would be proportional to
L ∝ k1 ...kD Emn ,k1 ...kD−1∂mPn,kD , (4.22)
cf. the discussion in sec. 5.1.3 in [13]. The deﬁnition in (4.21) avoids the explicit 
epsilon tensor.1
2 ∂M P¯N E
MN = 12 ∂mPn,k Emn,l 〈0|ψk C ψl C−1 |0〉
= 12 ∂mPn,k Emn,k , (4.26)
where we used (3.4), giving the same term as in the Maxwell mas-
ter action (2.2). We thus recover the master action that was the 
starting point for the exotic dualization in sec. 2. Moreover, the 
duality constraint (4.3) yields in components the same self-duality 
constraint (2.13) as for the self-dual vector (cf. the discussion in 
sec. 5.1.3 in [13]). We therefore have shown that the results of this 
section provide the proper O (D, D) covariant exotic dualizations 
of the RR ﬁelds in DFT.
5. Conclusions and outlook
In this letter we have applied the exotic dualization procedure 
of [10] to the RR ﬁelds in double ﬁeld theory. This generalizes the 
analysis of [6], where it was shown that the dualization of the gen-
eralized metric naturally yields, together with the standard duals 
of the 2-form and the graviton, also the exotic dual of the 2-form. 
The difference between the results of [6] and the analysis carried 
out in this letter is that in the case of the RR ﬁelds the dualiza-
tion procedure is already exotic in the doubled space, while in the 
case of the generalized metric one performs a standard dualization 
in the doubled space, which includes the exotic dualization of the 
2-form when written in components.
A natural continuation of this work would be to apply the du-
alization procedure discussed in this letter to the ﬁeld DMNP Q , 
which itself is the dual of the generalized metric HMN . The dual-
ization carried out in [6] gives an action for DMNP Q in terms of 
its gauge invariant ﬁeld strength. Proceeding as in this letter, one 
can write down a DFT action for this ﬁeld in terms of the gauge-
dependent quantity
GM,N1...N4 = ∂MDN1...N4 , (5.1)
satisfying the Bianchi identity
∂[M1GM2],N1...N4 = 0 . (5.2)
In a ﬁrst order formulation, the Lagrange multiplier for this con-
straint would be the dual potential FM1M2,N1...N4 . This ﬁeld decom-
poses under GL(10) precisely into the mixed-symmetry potentials 
given in tab. 10 of [18]. Such potentials can be written in a com-
pact form as F8+n,6+m,m,n , where each entry denotes a set of an-
tisymmetric indices in the mixed-symmetry representation, and m
and n take all the possible values that are allowed by the fact that 
the number of indices in each set can be at most 10, with the fur-
ther restriction that each set has to be greater or equal to the next. 
As expected, one of the components is the ﬁeld F8,6, which is the 
exotic dual of D6, that in turn is contained in DMNK L .
One can also apply the dualization procedure to the ﬁeld EMNα
discussed in this letter, thereby writing the DFT action for this ﬁeld 
in terms of
Q˜M,NPα = ∂MENPα , (5.3)
satisfying the Bianchi identity
∂[MQ˜N],P Q α = 0 . (5.4)
The Lagrange multiplier in this case is a ﬁeld GMN,P Q α . In 
terms of mixed-symmetry potentials, this ﬁeld decomposes as 
G8+m,8+m,2n,m,m in the IIB case and G8+m,8+m,2n+1,m,m in the IIA 
case. In particular, for m = n = 0 this gives a potential G8,8 in the 
IIB case which is the exotic dual of the potential E8 contained in 
EMNα .
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